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Roadway Improvements
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Sidewalk Raised Bike Lane Widened Canal 
Crossing

Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon
Signs with a pedestrian-activated “strobe-light” flashing pattern that attracts attention 
and notifies motorists that pedestrians are crossing.

�� Typically increases yielding by 
drivers compared to marked 
crosswalks only

�� Warning information is at eye level 
of drivers

�� Motorists may not understand 
flashing lights

�� Requires pedestrian activation

�� Areas with high mid-
block crossings

ADVANTAGES CHALLENGES LOCATION TYPE

Sidewalks
Sidewalks may be directly adjacent to the edge of the roadway (attached) or 
separated with a buffer space (detached).

�� Improves pedestrian comfort 
and reduces crashes by providing 
separation from motor vehicles

�� Provides a dedicated space for 
pedestrians

�� Can be costly to install, 
particularly if stormwater 
drainage is not already present

�� May require right-of-way 
purchase

�� Along any urban street

ADVANTAGES CHALLENGES LOCATION TYPE

Attached sidewalk, 13th St. Detached sidewalk, 19th St.

�� Reduces the number of crashes 
at marked and unmarked 
crosswalks

�� Preferred on multi-lane streets

�� Requires shorter gaps in traffic to 
cross the street

�� Must have at least 6 feet 
of space to accommodate 
wheelchairs; not all streets will 
have adequate space

�� Physical barrier in the street

�� Can limit motor vehicle access

�� Areas with high 
volume traffic conflict 
or high pedestrian 
crash locations 

ADVANTAGES CHALLENGES LOCATION TYPE

Raised Median/Refuge Island
Provides a protected area in the middle of a crosswalk for pedestrians to stop while 
crossing street. 

Ustick Rd.

Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon
Pedestrian activated beacon, unlit when not in use, begins with a yellow light alerting 
drivers to slow, and then a solid red light requiring drivers to stop while pedestrians 
have the right-of-way to cross the street. 

�� A very high rate of motorists 
yielding to pedestrians

�� Drivers don’t have to wait as long at 
hybrid beacons compared to other 
signalized intersections

�� Expensive compared to other 
crossing treatments

�� Requires pedestrian activation

�� Larger roadways where 
mid-block crossing is 
difficult or crossing 
opportunities are limited

�� School walk route 
connectivity

ADVANTAGES CHALLENGES LOCATION TYPE

Photos courtesy of KAI

Widened Shoulders
Widened shoulders are directly adjacent to the edge of the roadway or separated 
with a curb. 

�� Provides a dediated space for 
pedestrians and bicyclists

�� Not as costly as sidewalk

�� No storm drain needed

�� Not as comfortable for 
pedestrians as sidwalk

�� On-street parking may reduce 
space available 

�� Along any urban or rural 
street

ADVANTAGES CHALLENGES LOCATION TYPE

Widened shoulder, Collister Dr. Walkway with a curb, Boise, ID

Pedestrian & Crossing Treatments

North Boise Neighborhood Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan  
4/26/16

River St., near Boise Public LibraryApple St.

Harrison Blvd.Ustick Rd.

New bridge over I-84 
designed by ITD
See plan and profi le on
ITD board

Match existi ng 
roadway

Match existi ng 
roadway

Pedestrian Hybrid 
Beacon

Bike Lane is 3.5” above 
the roadway

Sidewalk is 6” above the bike 
lane (9.5” above roadway)


